
NAME THE FOUR SPHERES OF THE EARTH OF THESE WHICH ONE S DO

HUMANS HAVE THE MOST IMPACT ON

The topic of this film is global warming. 2. Name the four spheres of the Earth (not the hemispheres!). Of these, which
one(s) do humans have the most impact on.

In addition to the loss of habitat for plants and animals, deforestation reduces the amount of CO2 that can be
extracted out of the atmosphere and stored in the carbon-rich trunks, branches, and leaves of plants. The word
"hydrosphere" will be used in reference to all water in Earth's system. A desert, with its cactus, sand, and
lizards, is one example of a biome. These spheres are further divided into various sub-spheres. Biosphere
Living Things All the living things in the planet are categorized under the biosphere. The hydrosphere extends
from Earth's surface downward several kilometers into the lithosphere and upward about 12 kilometers into
the atmosphere. As you read each example below, think of other interactions â€” observable in your typical
outdoor activities â€” that occur between each pair of spheres. The four spheres interact in complex and
sometimes unanticipated ways. Think of them as four interconnected parts that make up a complete system, in
this case, of life on earth. Of course, biogeochemical cycles have been substantially modified by human
activities - a fact that has enormous implications for the understanding and management of environmental
issues. The biosphere is made up of biomes , which are areas where plants and animals of a similar nature can
be found together. Living organisms also require a medium for life, and are adapted to inhabit one or more of
the other three spheres. Biogeochemical cycles The earth system contains several 'great cycles' in which key
materials are transported through the environment. The remainder is freshwater, two-thirds of which is frozen
within the earth's polar regions and mountain snowpacks. The carbon cycle - carbon is stored in the
atmosphere in the form of carbon dioxide, which is absorbed by plants and converted to carbohydrates by the
process of photosynthesis. Ninety-seven percent of Earth's water is salty. A small portion of the water in the
hydrosphere is fresh non-salty. The map shown here depicts the average precipitation in the lower 48 states,
with purple and blue designating the highest average annual precipitation, red and orange indicating the lowest
precipitation, and green and yellow designating intermediate precipitation. The glaciers, icebergs, and icecaps
are also categorically called the cryosphere. The air of our planet is 79 percent nitrogen and just under 21
percent oxygen; the small amount remaining is composed of argon, carbon dioxide, and other trace gasses.
The air is in constant motion around the planet and it is normally responsible for some natural events in the
planet such as local breeze, winds, tornado, and tropical cyclones. In some classifications, the hydrosphere is
sub-divided into the fluid water systems and the cryosphere the ice systems. In contrast, weathering of rocks
removes gas and moisture from the atmosphere. Hydrosphere Water The hydrosphere includes all the gaseous,
liquid, and solid water of the planet earth. Water plays a vital role in mediating many of the flows between
stores. These plates aren't fixed; they're slowly moving. How might these variations in precipitation influence
agriculture or the water supplies of the growing desert cities of the U. The hydrosphere includes both saltwater
and freshwater systems, and it also includes the moisture found in the soil soil water and within rocks
groundwater. Geography in Our Modern World The science of geography has ancient origins, arising from the
need of early civilizations for maps for navigation, planning, and other purposes. The transfer and
transformation of energy are associated with the performance of work; hence the sun performs work in heating
the earth by its radiation, and a glacier performs work in moving sediment down-slope using the kinetic
energy of its ice, water and rock. Each of these four spheres can be further divided into sub-spheres. The word
"lithosphere" will be used in reference to all land in Earth's system.


